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Be-ribboned  
Carryall 

You really will be able to carry it all in this quick and almost effortless zippered tote. 
Ruffled end casings show off its contrast lining and colorful ribbons are drawn through the 
casings and tied into pretty bows atop the carryall. And we made sure that the handles are 

generously long so they can be easily slipped onto your shoulder.
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SUPPLIES
00 7/80yd0fabric0A0for0outer0bag0(black0classic0cotton)0(60"0wide)
00 1-1/40yds0fabric0B0for0inner0bag0and0handles0(black/white0cotton0

gingham)0(60"0wide)
00 Black0or0white020"0separating0zipper
00 30yds0of07/8"0wide0grosgrain0ribbon0to0contrast0with0fabrics0
00 Thread0to0match0fabrics0for0construction
00 Zipper0foot0for0sewing0machine
00 Large0safety0pin0or0Easy0Loop0Turner
00 Seam0sealant
00 Glass0head0pins0
00 Water-soluble0glue,0optional
00 Wash-away0fabric0marker
00 Scissors
00 Sewing0machine

CUTTING (SEE CUTTING GUIDES)
From fabric A, cut one 28" x 43" rectangle for outer bag

From fabric B, cut the following:
 � two 6" x 45" strips for handles
 � one 28" x 43" rectangle for inner bag

DIRECTIONS
Constructing the Handles
1.  Fold each handle in half lengthwise, wrong sides together, to 
measure 3" x 45" (fig. 1). Press. Open the handle and fold each long 
raw edge to the center crease (fig. 2). Press. Refold the handle in half 
lengthwise. Press. 

2.  Topstitch down each long side of each handle about 1/8" from the 
edge.

3.  Fold under 1/2" on each end (fig. 3). Pin and press. Set the handles 
aside.

Constructing the Carryall
1/2 " seams unless otherwise stated.
1.  Pin the outer bag fabric to the inner bag fabric right sides together. 

2.  On each 28" side place a mark 2" from the outside edge on both 
sides.

3.  Place another mark 1-1/4" from the previous mark toward the 
middle of the rectangle. Place a large X in the space between the two 
marks. This space will not be stitched in order to leave an opening for 
the ribbon.

4.  On one long side place two marks 7" apart.  Place a large X in the 
space between the two marks. This space will not be stitched in order 
to leave an opening for turning right side out.

5.  Stitch the two pieces of fabric together leaving the marked spaces 
unstitched. Backstitch at each marked X to secure seam (fig. 4).

Be-ribboned Carryall 

FIGURE 1
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6.  Clip the corners and turn right side out through the large 
opening. Press the outer edges making sure that the 7"opening 
has the edge pressed to the inside. Pin the 7" opening closed.

7.  Stitch the 7" opening closed by stitching close to the 
folded edge (fig. 5).

8.  Lay fabric on a flat surface. Draw a line down each long 
side 1-1/2" from the finished edge. Draw another line 1-1/4" 
from the previous line toward the middle of the rectangle that 
is parallel to the first line. 

9.  Stitch these lines on each side to form the casing. Back-
stitch at the beginning and end of each line (see fig. 5).

10.  Center the zipper along one 28" wide end of the bag 
between the two sets of stitched lines. Pin the zipper tape to 
the lining side of the carryall with the fabric edge at least 1/8" 
from the teeth of the zipper. Water-soluble glue may be used 
to hold the zipper in place. 

11.  Using a zipper foot, stitch one side of the zipper in place 
stitching close to the folded edge (fig. 6).

12.  Pin the other side of the bag to the zipper matching the lin-
ing side to the zipper tape. Once zipper is centered and pinned 

FIGURE 5
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in place, unzip the zipper. This will make it easier to stitch the 
other side of the zipper. Stitch the zipper in place (fig. 7).

13.  Place the handle 7-1/4" from outer edge and 5" down 
from top edge. Pin in place. Place the other end of the handle 
7-1/4" from outer edge and 5" down from top edge. Be sure 
the handle is not twisted. Pin in place. Check the length of the 
handle and if it needs to be shortened do so now. Place the 
other handle on other side of bag in the same manner.

14.  The handle will be stitched in place by stitching a 5" 
rectangle on top of the handle starting at the bottom of the 
handle, going across the bottom, up one side 5" across to 
other side and back down to the bottom (fig. 8).

15.  Cut ribbon into two equal lengths. Using a large safety 
pin, run ribbon though casing on each side. Secure ribbon 
in the casing with a straight stitch across the casing at the 
center bottom of the bag. This will prevent the ribbon from 
being pulled out of the casing (fig. 8). Trim ends of ribbon 
as desired. Add seam sealant to cut ribbon edge to prevent 
fraying.

16.  Draw ribbon up on each side and tie in a bow (see fin-
ished drawing).

FIGURE 7
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Fabric A    7/8 yd   60” wide    Black Classic Cotton

Fabric B   1-1/4 yds   60” wide    Black/White  Cotton Gingham

28” x 43”
outer bag

28” x 43” 
inner bag

6” x 45” handle

6” x 45” handle
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BE-RIBBONED CARRYALL CUTTING GUIDES


